Meteorix Continues Growth; Expands To
Canada
May 28, 2014

Boston, MA (RPRN) 05/28/14 — Meteorix Makes Key Hire to Drive Canadian Expansion
—Meteorix, a Workday services partner, providing implementations, integrations and post
production services, announced today plans to expand to Canada. Industry expert Eric Fluet
joins the company as Vice President, Central and Eastern Canada to drive expansion into
Canada.
With expertise in the enterprise software and professional services market Fluet joins senior
leader, David Jong, Vice President of Integrations for Meteorix in Canada to strengthen the
company’s Canadian presence and offering.
Fluet has a successful track record in the Information Technology industry as a business
executive and sales leader.
“With a focus on building strong relationships with his customers and colleagues based on trust,
integrity and value, Eric’s philosophy and approach is aligned with the core values of Meteorix”,
said Sam Spector, Chief Operating Officer at Meteorix.
Fluet will use his understanding of both the US and Canadian markets and their differences to
help Meteorix drive aggressive growth and build their Canadian footprint. It has become clear
that having an implementation partner with a local presence is important to Canadian
businesses. The company is fully committed to establishing offices with both sales and delivery
teams in Montreal and Toronto. Bringing Fluet on is an important first step in the process.
“Meteorix has an unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction. Providing a local presence for
customers speaks to how invested Meteorix is to the success of their customers. I am thrilled to
join a team which holds customers in such high regard,” said Fluet.
Meteorix has offices in Boston, Chicago and recently expanded to Pleasanton, CA. In addition,
the company has remote employees across US and Canada.
About Meteorix
Exclusively focused on Workday’s revolutionary technology, Meteorix continues to reinvent the
way services are delivered. The company uses proven expertise and innovation to deliver
human capital management and financial solutions. Forward thinking organizations rely on
Meteorix’ proven combination of tools and technology including a breakthrough service delivery
methodology, and Post Production Services, to ensure groundbreaking success with Workday
solutions. Learn more at www.meteorix.com. Follow Meteorix on Facebook, LinkedIn and on
Twitter @Meteorix.
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